
The XAMN software suite is a powerful and intuitive set of data analysis 
tools designed primarily for investigators to help them work more 
efficiently. Once mobile data has been recovered using the XRY suite of 
tools, it is commonly passed to investigators who need to locate critical 
evidence. XAMN helps them locate that evidence amongst a huge volume 
of mobile data, so they become more efficient and spend less time on 
analysis.

FILTER DATA SWIFTLY

QUICKER DATA IDENTIFICATION

RAPID ANALYSIS OF DATA

XAMN SPOTLIGHT
DECREASING COSTS PER 
INVESTIGATION



EVOLUTION NOT REVOLUTION 
As the amount of data in smartphones steadily increases, investigators are 
tasked with sifting through thousands of messages and pictures in gigabytes 
of data to find the relevant information. Therefore making investigators 
more efficient is critical for future success.
XAMN Spotlight replaces what was the XRY Reader and has evolved to 
become much more. Spotlight is focused to support investigators that 
know what they are looking for; aimed at the digital forensic investigators 
who are interested in the analysis of a mobile device examination.
It combines ease of use with powerful searching capabilities that can be 
freely combined. Spotlight includes four different views, each of which 
displays different aspects of the case. 

MULTIPLE SCREENS
A user can work in several different modes at the same time. Several 
searches can be displayed simultaneously and laid out where the user 
wishes, on multiple monitors.

CASE MODE
Case Mode will allow the viewing of several XRY files such as logical and 
physical handset extractions, memory card, SIM, Camera and Cloud 
extractions - all from the same handset.

FILTERS
Users can build searches by freely combining filters. Filters can be easily 
enabled or disabled to quickly modify the query. The user may combine 
any number of filters and several filters of the same type are allowed. 

SOURCE MODE
Source Mode provides the critical verification of data essential to digital 
forensics. In this mode the user can immediately trace a property to 
its origin at a level that has not been possible until now. Source Mode 
empowers examiners to be able to verify data quickly and efficiently.

FEATURES
 » Open Case Files, which Interleaves Data 

from Several XRY Files
 » Multiple Tabs for the Same Case
 » Multiple Views Possible at the Same Time
 » Export to PDF, XML, HTML, Word, Excel
 » Language Translation Upgrade Option
 » Viewers for PList, XML & SQLite Files

Contact sales@msab.com to request a quote!

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
 » Faster and More Effective Investigator Tool
 » Enables Quicker Opening and Review of Multiple Files
 » Multiple Screen Views, Hex Mode, Time Zones and Search
 » Customizable Reports, Data Tagging and Export
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Designed for Investigators

Case Overview Page

4 Different Ways to View Data

Validate Data in Source Mode
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